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Abstract—3D imaging with C-arm systems has become a
crucial tool in the interventional room. In this work, we pre sent
a methodology and first experimental results for long-object
imaging using a reverse helical trajectory with a modified Artis
zeego system. First the raw data was preprocessed by the
Siemens pipeline, and the scan positions were obtained through
a calibration process. After trajectory registration and fitting,
preprocessed data was rebinned, and image reconstructionswere
obtained through the Fusion-RFDK method. The reconstruction
results are encouraging and effectively demonstrate that long-
object imaging using a reverse helical trajectory is feasible in
the interventional room.

I. I NTRODUCTION

3D imaging with C-arm systems has become a crucial
tool in the interventional room. It has allowed significant
improvements in clinical workflow, and it has also enabled new
interventional procedures as well as refinements in existing
procedures. In this work, we seek to further improve the
capabilities of this 3D imaging tool by allowing smooth, long-
object scanning using a reverse helix [1] for data acquisition.
The reverse helix is well-suited for C-arm systems, particularly
since such systems are open and do not include slip-ring
technology.

This work presents a methodology and first experimental
results for long-object imaging using a reverse helical tra-
jectory with multi-turns using a modified Artis zeego sys-
tem (Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Forchheim, Germany).
The methodology involved the following five steps: i) a
calibration method [2] to assess the exact geometrical position
of the source and the detector during data acquisition, ii)
the computation of a rigid transformation to register these
positions into a conventional reverse helix geometry, iii)a
geometrical fitting process to find an analytical reverse helix
to match the registered trajectory, iv) a rebinning step to in-
terpolate the measured data into the fitted geometry, and v) an
application of the Fusion-RFDK [3] method for reconstruction
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Fig. 1. Left: TORSO with SAWBONES spine. Middle: CATPHAN phantom.
Right: Siemens Cone-Beam phantom. The CATPHAN and Siemens CB
phantoms were scanned in-line to simulate a single long object.

from the rebinned data. Using this methodology, we were able
to produce satisfactory reconstructions of two physical objects
that extend over a300 mm long volume. These reconstructions
were obtained from real data collected over five turns.

II. DATA ACQUISITION

A. System configuration and data correction

As a prototype, the reverse helical trajectory was success-
fully implemented on the modified Artis zeego system by
rotating and translating the C-arm gantry around a stationary
patient table. We avoided any table motion because patients
are usually connected to several medical instruments so that
translating them poses health risks. The trajectory achieved
in this experiment consists of five turns, and each turn was
configured with the same angular coverage (240◦ of step-size
0.35◦) and the same axial height (60 mm). This configuration
yielded681 projections per turn, with each projection acquired
on a 300 × 400 mm2 flat-panel detector of binned pixel size
0.308mm×0.308 mm. The detector was set in the landscape
mode (shorter side in the axial direction) so as to maximize
the radius of the field-of-view(FOV) (about130 mm) in the
trans-axial direction. The rotation radius was about785 mm,
and the source-to-detector distance was about1199 mm.

Three phantoms were scanned: the anthropomorphic torso
phantom containing a SAWBONES spine [4], the CAT-
PHAN phantom [5] and the Siemens Cone-Beam (CB) phan-
tom [6] (QRM, Möhrendorf, Germany), as shown in Figure 1.
The torso phantom is of length550 mm, width 400 mm and



thickness200 mm, and the inserted spine is of length360 mm
and of diameter180 mm. This phantom was placed parallel
to the patient table so that the entire spine was located within
the FOV. Due to the large transversal size, the torso phantom
suffered from trans-axial data truncation, which was not the
case for the CATPHAN and Siemens CB phantoms, since they
had small enough radii to be wholly contained within the FOV.
On the other side, the CATPHAN and Siemens CB phantoms
are too short to test long-object imaging, and thus they were
scanned in-line so as to define a long object.

Preprocessed projection data was obtained by converting the
photon number to line integrals using the Siemens pipeline,the
major steps of which includedI0 correction for the automatic
exposure control (an analog is reported in [7]), beam-hardening
and scatter correction as described in [8], [9]. As an example,
several preprocessed projections of the torso phantom are
shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the preprocessed projections of thetorso phantom. Top
to bottom:1st to 5th turn. Polar angle from left to right:0◦, −80◦, −160◦

and−230◦.

B. Trajectory calibration

Due to the open design, a C-arm system is not capable
of producing a perfect source trajectory. To assess the exact
geometrical positions and detector orientations, a calibration
process is necessary. We have solved this calibration problem
by using the robust technique presented in [2] with a new
calibration phantom that was specifically designed to accom-
modate our long-object imaging needs. This new phantom was
designed as an extension of the206 mm long PDS-2 phantom
(see [10] for an illustration), which consists of 108 beads
of various size arranged on a helix with an8-bit encoding
scheme, so that identification of beads in the projection data
is straightforward. The extended PDS-2 phantom is500 mm

and uses beads arranged with a10-bit encoding scheme; see
Figure 3 (upper left). The calibration process provided the
source positions as well as the detector orientations in a
calibration coordinate system, denoted as(xc, yc, zc), which
was attached to the extended PDS-2 phantom. The calibrated
trajectory is shown in Figure 3. Note that the reverse helix
moves downwards opposite to thezc-axis.
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Fig. 3. Upper left: the500 mm Siemens10 digits PDS-2 calibration phantom.
Upper right: calibrated source trajectory in the same Cartesian coordinate
system as that of the calibration phantom. Lower left: projection of the
calibrated trajectory onto the(xc, yc)-plane. Lower right: projection of the
calibrated trajectory onto the(xc, zc)-plane.

C. Trajectory registration

In practice, it is impossible for the axial direction of the
reverse helix to be parallel to thezc-axis of the calibration
coordinate system, since the latter is specified by a simple
manual placement of the calibration phantom on the patient
table. To make the projection data appropriate for the Fusion-
RFDK method, the reverse helix was first registered. This
registration process transformed the trajectory from the cal-
ibration coordinate system to a Cartesian coordinate system
that was defined with the(x, y, z)-axes such that i) the axial
direction of the reverse helix lies on thez-axis, i.e., the
projections of the vertex points onto the(x, y)-plane form a
curve that is close to a circular arc, ii) the first source position
lies in the(x, z)-plane.

The registered trajectory is shown in Figure 4; note in the
right figure that, instead of the configured uniform axial height
of 60 mm for each helical turn, the axial height of the1st, 3rd
and 5th turns is around66 mm and that of the2nd and4th
is about53 mm. Various reasons could be responsible for this
inconsistency, and they will be analyzed in the future. The
registered trajectory is very close to a conventional reverse
helix, as demonstrated in Figure 5 where the rotation radius,
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the registered trajectory. Left: projection of the
registered trajectory onto the(x, y)-plane. Right: projection of the registered
trajectory onto the(x, z)-plane.

the source-to-detector distance, the rotation angle and the z

coordinate of each source position are displayed. Observe
that the noise of both the scan radius and source-to-detector
distance contains two components, i.e., white noise and low
frequency noise, and we believe the former comes from the
calibration process, whereas the latter stems from the effect of
the gravity.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the parameters of the registered trajectory. The
horizontal axis indicates the index of the source positionsalong the reverse
helix. Upper left: rotation radius (mm); upper right: source-to-detector dis-
tance (mm); lower left: rotation angle (degree); lower right: z position (mm).

III. I MAGE RECONSTRUCTION THEORY

To create projection data that is suitable for reconstruction
with the Fusion-RFDK method, we determined an analytically
defined trajectory that fitted the registered trajectory as well as
possible, and created projection data for each source position
along the fitted trajectory through a rebinning process using
data from the registered trajectory.

A. Trajectory fitting

Fusion-RFDK performs reconstructions independently for
each helical turn, and the global results are then obtained
by a fusion process. Therefore, the trajectory fitting was
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the curve fitting for the first sweep ofthe reverse helix.
Upper: 3D view; lower left: relative angular difference foreach pair of source
points from the fitted and registered trajectories; lower right: illustration ofz
positions of both registered and fitted trajectories (mm).

achieved by respectively finding an optimal analytical helix
for each turn with constant step sizes in rotation angles andz

positions. The fitting was such that the total distance between
each pair of source points of the fitted and registered helices
was minimized. The fitted result for the first helical turn is
shown in Figure 6. The top and bottom right figures indicate
good agreements between the fitted and registered trajectories.
However, the relative angular difference between the fittedand
registered trajectories was considerable.

B. Rebinning

To create projection data for the fitted trajectory, a rebin-
ning approach was employed for each source position. Let
L(λk, αk), with λk as the rotation angle, be the divergent
beam pointing from the source pointa(λk) on the fitted reverse
helix in the directionαk; and letm be the middle point of
the two intersections betweenL(λk, αk) and the central FOV
cylinder surface, as shown in Figure 7. Also, letb(γi) and
b(γj), with angular positionsγi andγj , be the two points on
the registered trajectory that were closest toa(λk). Then the
line integral alongL(λk, αk) can be obtained through a linear
interpolation (respect to the rotation angle) between the line
integrals along the lines connectingb(γi) and m, and b(γj)
and m. One rebinned slice is shown in Figure 8, note that
the different orientation of the spine in the rebinned sliceis
due to different detector coordinate systems being used forthe
registered and fitted trajectories.



Fig. 7. Projection rebinning scheme. Source pointa(λk) belongs to the fitted
trajectory, andb(γi) andb(γj) are two points on the registered trajectory.

Fig. 8. The50th rebinned projection of the torso phantom from the first
sweep. Left: preprocessed; right: rebinned.

C. Reconstruction

A Fusion-RFDK reconstruction consists of four steps: i) CB
length correction and Parker like weighting; ii) horizontal ramp
filtering; iii) backprojection; iv) fusion. For more details, see
Section III-A in [3]. Based upon those four steps, five volumes
were reconstructed using the rebinned data from each turn of
the fitted reverse helix separately, then all those volumes were
combined by a fusion process.

In practice, two aspects need to be specified. First, we have
to define kink planes, which are through the connecting point
of any two successive helical turns and perpendicular to the
axial axis of the reverse helix. In this work, take the kink plane
of the2nd and3rd helices as an example, thez location of the
kink plane for this portion of the reverse helix was chosen to
be the average of thez positions of the last point of the2nd
turn and the first point of the3rd turn. Other kink planes were
defined in a similar way. Second, the fusion length needs to be
defined. Given the radius of the FOV,r = 130mm, the height
of the detector (inz), 300 mm, and the maximum height of all
fitted sweeps,66 mm, a fusion length of30mm was chosen.

IV. RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS

Reconstructions were obtained for both the torso and the
combined CATPHAN and Siemens CB phantoms with a ham-
ming window in ramp filtering and a fusion length of30 mm.
The accuracy of the results was verified using CT images.
The reconstruction of the torso phantom consists of200 ×

200 × 1021 voxels of size0.7910 mm×0.7910 mm×0.3 mm
as shown in Figure 9. For the CATPHAN and Siemens
CB combined phantom, we performed two reconstructions
of different voxel sizes. The reconstruction for the CAT-
PHAN is composed of478 × 478 × 1021 voxels of
size 0.3770 mm×0.3770 mm×0.3 mm (see Figure 10 (a)
and (b)), whereas the reconstruction for the Siemens CB
phantom consists of512 × 512 × 1021 voxels of size

Fig. 9. Reconstruction results of the torso phantom. Display window:
(−1000,−200) HU. The first and second rows: sagittal view of the results
from Fusion-RFDK and CT, respectively. The third and fourthrows: transver-
sal view of the results from Fusion-RFDK and CT.



(a) (−500, 500)HU (b) (−500, 2000)HU (c) (−300, 500)HU (d) (−300, 500)HU

Fig. 10. Reconstruction results of the CATPHAN (a, b) and Siemens CB phantoms (c, d). Upper row: C-arm; lower row: CT.

0.3477 mm×0.3477 mm×0.3 mm (see Figure 10 (c) and (d)).
Note that the voxel sizes used for Fusion-RFDK were matched
with that of the CT images, and the attenuation coefficients
were brought to the same level for both modalities using a
linear mapping. It is also necessary to point out that the x-ray
beam energy for the C-arm scans was85kVp, whereas the
energy for the CT scans was120kVp.

Figures 9 and 10 indicate good agreement between our
reconstuction results and the CT images. Be aware that the
images from the two modalities are not registered to the same
coordinate system. As preliminary results, the reconstruction
images from all three phantoms are largely encouraging.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOOK

We have demonstrated that long-object imaging using a
reverse helical trajectory in the interventional room is feasible
using a C-arm system with large motion flexibility such as
the Artis zeego system. To process the real data, the cali-
brated trajectory was first registered to the(x, y, z)-coordinate
system, and then an analytical trajectory was found to fit
the registered trajectory and its projections were obtained
through a rebinning process. Reconstruction results of the
torso, CATPHAN and Siemens CB phantoms from the Fusion-
RFDK method are encouraging. Note that the modified Artis
zeego system is capable of producing a reverse helix consisting
of more than five turns, and thus a longer volume is possible.

As mentioned in III-A, the relative angular difference be-
tween the fitted and registered trajectories was considerable,
and this could yield innegligible resolution loss in the data
rebinning step. An alternative approach would be to modify

Fusion-RFDK to allow direct usage of the preprocessed reg-
istered data for reconstruction. A comparison between this
method and the one in this work is the topic of future
investigations.
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